Comparison of MDCT, MRI and MRI with diffusion-weighted imaging in evaluation of focal renal lesions: The defender, challenger, and winner!
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Abstract

Purpose: To compare the diagnostic performance of multidetector computed tomography (MDCT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and MRI with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in the characterization of focal renal lesions. We also compared MDCT and MRI in the staging of renal cell carcinoma (RCC).

Materials and Methods: One hundred and twenty adult patients underwent MDCT (40-row and 128-row scanners), MRI (at 1.5 T), and DWI (at b-values of 0 and 500 s/mm²) for characterization of 225 renal lesions. There were 65 malignant neoplasms (44 RCCs), 25 benign neoplasms, 25 abscesses, 45 pseudotumors, 15 hemorrhagic cysts, and 50 benign cysts. A composite gold standard including histology, typical imaging criteria, and follow-up imaging was employed. To determine the diagnostic performance of imaging modalities, area-under-curve (AUC) was calculated by receiver-operating-characteristic analysis and compared. Fisher’s exact test was used to compare the diagnostic accuracies and confidence levels with MDCT, MRI, and MRI + DWI. Cross-tabulation was used to assess the precision of MDCT and MRI in RCC staging.

Results: AUC for MDCT (0.834) and MRI (0.841) in the classification of benign and malignant lesions were within corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) (P = 0.88) whereas MRI + DWI had significantly better performance (AUC 0.968, P = 0.0002 and 0.0004, respectively). Both CT and MRI had low specificity (66.9% and 68.8%, respectively), which increased substantially with DWI (93.8%) owing to correct diagnosis of pseudotumors. MRI was superior to CT in diagnosing necrotic RCC and hemorrhagic cysts. MRI + DWI had the highest accuracy (94.2%) in assigning the definitive diagnosis and 97.6% lesions were diagnosed with very high confidence, significantly better than CT and MRI. Both CT and MRI had the same accuracy (86.1%) in RCC staging and evaluation of intravascular thrombi.

Conclusions: Characterization of renal lesions was most accurate with MRI + DWI. The latter is also the most suitable modality in diagnosing pseudotumors and evaluating patients with renal dysfunction. CT and MRI were equivalent in RCC staging.
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Introduction

Renal lesions are frequently detected incidentally and at an early stage with the widespread use of various imaging modalities. Incidence of renal cell carcinoma (RCC), the most common renal malignancy, is also rising. Tumor stage is the
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most important prognostic factor in RCC affecting patient survival and management.\(^3\) Sonography is a screening modality to detect renal lesions, which is followed by computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for further evaluation. Multidetector CT (MDCT) is the preferred investigation because of wide availability, low cost, shorter acquisition time, and excellent spatial resolution. MRI offers a radiation-free alternative with better soft-tissue contrast and superior demonstration of contrast enhancement.\(^3\) There is paucity of literature comparing MDCT and MRI in the characterization and extent delineation of renal lesions. Moreover, the few published studies\(^2,4‑7\) employed old scanners, implying that their results are not reliable in the present era. With the availability of state-of-the-art techniques, it is debatable which imaging modality is best suited for evaluation of renal lesions.\(^7\)

In the absence of macroscopic fat, identification of enhancing soft tissue in a renal lesion at contrast-enhanced imaging has been the accepted criterion for malignancy. However benign solid masses, inflammatory lesions, complex benign cysts, and pseudolobes in normal and diseased kidneys can mimic the imaging appearance of RCC. Hence, despite a thorough radiological evaluation, the incidence of benign pathologies at surgery for presumed renal malignancy remains significant.\(^8\) Contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) is associated with radiation exposure and risk of contrast-induced nephropathy whereas MR contrast agents predispose to nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in patients with renal insufficiency. Hence, imaging modalities without employing contrast administration are ideal.

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is one such diagnostic proposition, which provides useful information with minimum time penalty.\(^9\) Another emerging technique is contrast-enhanced ultrasound, which may prove useful in the evaluation of complex cystic lesions and in patients with renal dysfunction. Previous researchers have investigated the role of diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI) in characterization of focal renal masses,\(^10‑19\) parenchymal renal disease,\(^12,19‑23\) and renal infections.\(^18,24,25\) Of these, only one study\(^14\) compared the accuracy of DWI with contrast-enhanced MRI in evaluation of focal renal lesions. There are no consolidated data on the utility of DWI in renal lesion evaluation, over and above the existing imaging modalities.

The purpose of this study was to compare the diagnostic performance of current-generation MDCT, MRI, and MRI with DWI in the characterization of focal renal lesions. In addition, we also compared MDCT and MRI in the staging of RCCs.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study population and data collection**

A cross-sectional study to evaluate focal renal lesions using MDCT and MRI along with DWI was undertaken at our institute. Patient recruitment was done prospectively from November, 2008 to November, 2012. The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee, and informed consent was taken from all the patients. Adult patients (≥18 years) with sonographically-detected renal lesions requiring further imaging work-up were included. Exclusion criteria were pregnancy, contraindications to MRI examination, and patients in whom sonography alone was diagnostic (simple benign cysts). Simple renal cysts were also detected incidentally in patients undergoing imaging for other renal lesions and these were included in the analysis. One hundred and thirty patients were recruited in the study, of which 10 were excluded because they were lost to follow-up. The final study cohort consisted of 120 patients who underwent MDCT, MRI, and DW-MRI for characterization of renal lesions (78 men, 42 women; mean age 42.7 years, age range 18–85 years). The interval between MDCT, MRI, and DW-MRI examinations was less than 2 weeks.

In patients with multiple similar lesions, maximum of three largest lesions per kidney were selected for analysis. This resulted in a total of 225 renal lesions that comprised 65 malignant neoplasms [44 RCCs in 40 patients, 10 transitional cell carcinomas (TCCs) in 10 patients, 11 miscellaneous lesions in 5 patients] and 25 benign neoplasms [20 angiomyolipomas (AMLs) in 12 patients, 4 oncocytomas in 4 patients, 1 leiomyoma]. In addition, there were 25 abscesses in 20 patients, 45 pseudotumors (40 in diseased and 5 in normal kidneys) in 25 patients and 10 hemorrhagic cysts in 3 patients. Five hemorrhagic cysts and 50 benign cysts (Bosniak category I, II, and IIF) were found incidentally in patients undergoing evaluation of other renal lesions. Bosniak category I cysts <10 mm in size were not included in analysis.

A composite gold standard including histology, typical imaging criteria, and follow-up imaging was employed. All malignant lesions (65/65) were proven pathologically (among RCCs, 36 were excised and 8 were biopsied under sonographic guidance, 9/10 TCCs were operated whereas one underwent biopsy, all the patients with miscellaneous malignant lesions underwent sonography guided tissue-sampling). Six AMLs were operated (2 underwent resection because of large size whereas the other 4 had no evidence of fat on any imaging modality, thus deemed malignant) whereas rest 14 were diagnosed on the basis of typical imaging findings. All the miscellaneous benign neoplasms were operated because these were labelled malignant on all imaging modalities. In abscesses, 15 patients underwent ultrasound-guided aspiration and 5 showed complete resolution on imaging follow-up (mean follow-up 2.4 months, range 1–6 months). In case of pseudotumors, 16 patients underwent ultrasound-guided biopsy of the renal lesions, which did not show any evidence of malignancy whereas 9 patients demonstrated sonographic
Multidetector computed tomography
All studies were performed on 40-row (Somatom Sensation 40, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and 128-row (Somatom Definition AS+, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) MDCT scanners. Scans were obtained with a detector collimation of 24 × 1.2 mm (on 40-row) or 128 × 0.6 mm (on 128-row) at 120 kV and 70–90 effective mAs. A multiphasic imaging protocol comprising unenhanced, corticomedullary, nephrographic, and delayed phase was employed. One hundred milliliter of nonionic iodinated contrast media (iodine 300 mg/mL) was injected through an intravenous cannula using a pressure injector (at rate of 4 mL/s). In case there was no suspicion of neoplastic renal lesion, unenhanced phase was followed by single contrast-enhanced acquisition at 60–70 s from the start of injection. Contrast medium was withheld if the serum creatinine value was >1.5 mg/dL. Coronal and sagittal multiplanar reconstructions (MPRs), maximal intensity projections (MIPs), and volume rendering techniques (VRT) were frequently used, as and when required.

Magnetic resonance imaging
MR imaging was done at 1.5 Tesla (Siemens, Avanto, Erlangen, Germany) (maximum gradient strength 45 mTm−1, maximum slew rate 200 mTm−1 s−1) in supine position using a phased-array body coil. Two anteriorly placed 6-element body matrix coils and two posterior spine clusters (three channels each) were employed. The imaging protocol is shown in Table 1. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MR was performed using Gadobenate dimeglumine (MultiHance, Bracco, Milan, Italy), injected via a dual head pressure injector (Spectris Solaris, Medrad, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA) at a rate of 2 mL/s followed by 20 mL saline flush at the same rate. The dose employed was 0.1 mmol/kg body weight, and contrast medium was withheld if the estimated GFR was less than 30 mL/min/1.73m². Post-contrast acquisition was done in the axial plane in arterial, corticomedullary, nephrographic, and pyelographic phases and in coronal plane in nephrographic phase. A pre-contrast axial acquisition using the same parameters was also done so that the subtracted images could be generated.

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
Respiratory triggered FS (spectral fat suppression) spin echo–echo planar imaging (SE-EPI) axial diffusion-weighted sequence at b values of 0 and 500 s/mm² was done before contrast administration, using generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) with twofold acceleration factor and diffusion gradients applied in all three orthogonal directions separately. The DW sequence was respiratory triggered using navigator-triggered prospective acquisition correction technique (PACE) in which diaphragmatic position is assessed periodically by navigator echoes. The parameters used are shown in Table 1, and acquisition time was 2–4 min (depending on patient’s respiratory cycle). Trace DWI and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps were derived automatically on a voxel-by-voxel basis.

Image analysis
Two experienced radiologists (having 20 and 15 years of experience in abdominal imaging) interpreted all the imaging data together in consensus; they were blinded to staging. The lesions for at least 15 months (documented by 3-monthly follow-up sonographic evaluation, mean follow-up of 20 months, range 15–36 months). Absence of contrast enhancement, presence of T1 hyperintense fluid component, and sonographic stability on follow-up imaging was taken confirmatory for hemorrhagic cysts. One patient was operated because of suspicion of underlying malignancy on imaging; however, histopathology revealed no evidence of malignancy in the hemorrhagic cyst. In case of benign cysts, imaging findings were considered sufficient as reference criterion. Surgery and/or histopathologic examination were performed within 3 weeks after imaging. Surgico-pathological gold standard for staging was available in 36 RCCs.

Table 1: Parameter summary of conventional and DW-MRI sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MR sequence</th>
<th>TR/TE (ms)</th>
<th>Flip angle (degrees)</th>
<th>Slice thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Distance factor (%)</th>
<th>No. of averages</th>
<th>Receiver bandwidth (Hz/pixel)</th>
<th>Field of view</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True FISP 2D axial</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>3.4/1.4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>263×350×288×512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True FISP 2D coronal</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>3.4/1.4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>380×380×410×512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1W 2D FLASH axial dual echo</td>
<td>mbh</td>
<td>125/4.76</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>278×370×288×512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 FS FLASH 2D</td>
<td>mbh</td>
<td>203/4.8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>263×350×288×512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2W FS TSE axial</td>
<td>mbh</td>
<td>2520/100</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>278×370×288×512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2W FS TSE coronal</td>
<td>mbh</td>
<td>2700/100</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>410×430×171×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS axial DW-MRI at b = 0, 500 s/mm²</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>1600/62</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1735</td>
<td>249×380×94×192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post contrast T1W FS 3D VIBE axial</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>5.1/2.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>253×450×158×512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post contrast T1W FS 3D VIBE coronal</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>5.0/2.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400×400×322×512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TrueFISP: True fast imaging and steady precession; FLASH: Fast low angle shot; FS: Fat suppressed; TSE: Turbo spin echo; bh: Breath hold; mbh: Multi breath hold; RT: Respiratory triggered; VIBE: Volume interpolated breath hold examination; TR: Repetition time; TE: Echo time
the final diagnosis. While analyzing the findings of one modality, the interpreting radiologists were blinded to other modalities. Characterization of the renal lesions into benign/malignant/indeterminate was done on CT, MRI, and MRI with DWI. A definitive/most likely diagnosis was given on all three modalities, and a confidence score was assigned to that diagnosis using three-point ordinal scale (1- average confidence, 2-high confidence, and 3- very high confidence). For miscellaneous renal malignancies, imaging diagnosis of RCC or malignant renal lesion was considered consistent with the reference standard. On DWI, presence of restricted diffusion in the solid enhancing components of a renal lesion affirmed malignancy. Absence of diffusion restriction in solid lesion ruled out malignancy. Presence of marked restriction of diffusion in the fluid component favoured abscesses. Free diffusion in cystic lesions clinched the diagnosis of benign cysts.

Pathologically confirmed malignant lesions were termed true-positive and correctly diagnosed benign lesions as true-negative. If the lesion was benign but deemed malignant on imaging, it was classified as false positive, whereas if histology revealed malignant instead of suspected benign lesion, it was adjudged false-negative. Based on these, validity parameters including sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV), and accuracy were calculated. TNM staging was assigned for RCCs as per the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system. Wherever applicable, the nature and extent of intravascular thrombus was assessed on all modalities.

Statistical analysis
SPSS software (version 17.0, SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was done to determine the diagnostic performance of MDCT, MRI, and MRI + DWI in the differentiation of benign and malignant lesions. Area under the curve (AUC) was calculated by logistic regression analysis and corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) obtained. Differences between ROC curves and AUC values were assessed on the basis of 95% CI. Fisher’s exact test was used to compare the diagnostic accuracies and confidence levels of MDCT, MRI, and MRI + DWI in the characterization of renal lesions. Cross-tabulation was used to assess the accuracy of MDCT and MRI in staging of RCCs. Two-tailed P values were calculated and P < 0.05 was taken as statistically significant.

Results
MDCT, MRI, and DWI could identify all the 225 renal lesions and good quality images were obtained in all the patients. The mean lesion size (on T2-weighted MR images) was 4.7 ± 3.1 cm (range, 1.5–20 cm). CT and MR contrast could not be administered in any of the 20 patients of pseudotumors in diseased kidneys, 5 patients of abscesses, and 1 patient of RCC owing to deranged renal functions.

Comparison of multidetector computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging + diffusion-weighted imaging for classification of renal lesions into benign or malignant
Out of the 225 renal lesions evaluated, there were 160 benign and 65 malignant lesions based on the reference standard. Lesions characterized as indeterminate on imaging were excluded from further analysis. Results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 1. Seven lesions remained indeterminate on CT of which 3 were benign and 4 turned out to be malignant. On MRI and MRI + DWI, only 3 lesions remained indeterminate, which were malignant on reference standard (1 RCC, 2 squamous cell carcinomas). AUC for MDCT and MRI were comparable (P = 0.88) and within corresponding 95% CI [Figure 1]. AUC of MRI + DWI was significantly higher than that of both MDCT and MRI (P = 0.0002 and 0.0004, respectively) and outside the corresponding 95% CI [Figure 1].

Comparison of multidetector computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and magnetic resonance with diffusion-weighted imaging in assigning definitive diagnosis
While MRI fared marginally better than MDCT (accuracy 77.8% vs 72.9%, P = 0.27), MRI + DWI had the highest accuracy (94.2%) in assigning definitive diagnosis (P < 0.0001 vs both CT and MRI) [Table 3]. Figure 2 shows one such lesion which could not be diagnosed on CT or MRI but correctly interpreted on MRI + DWI.

Assessment of degree of confidence in cases correctly diagnosed on imaging
In lesions correctly diagnosed on the basis of respective imaging modality, the distribution, as per the confidence
level of making the diagnosis, is shown in Figure 3. Table 4 depicts the proportion of various renal lesions diagnosed correctly with very high confidence on different modalities. Overall, MRI mildly increased the diagnostic confidence ($P = 0.32$ for confidence level 3, i.e. very high confidence), and with the addition of DWI, 97.6% lesions were diagnosed with very high confidence ($P < 0.0001$ vs both CT and MRI). Figure 4 demonstrates an example where MR with DWI increased the diagnostic confidence.

Comparison of multidetector computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging in TNM staging of renal cell carcinomas

TNM staging on both CT and MRI was compared with the surgico-pathological reference standard in 36 RCCs. Both modalities were able to diagnose 97.6% of lesions correctly with very high confidence ($P < 0.0001$ vs both CT and MRI). However, MRI with DWI increased the diagnostic confidence to 99.4%.

Table 3: Number of lesions correctly diagnosed on various modalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final diagnosis</th>
<th>Number of lesions on reference standard</th>
<th>Lesions correctly diagnosed by MDCT</th>
<th>Lesions correctly diagnosed by MRI</th>
<th>Lesions correctly diagnosed by MRI + DWI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renal cell carcinoma</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional cell carcinoma</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primitive neuroectodermal tumor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastases</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total malignant renal lesions</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical angiomylipoma (AML)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipopenic AML</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncocytoma</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leiomyoma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total benign neoplasms</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abscesses</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudotumors in chronic kidney disease</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudotumors in normal kidneys (normal variants like dromedary hump)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total renal pseudotumors</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic cysts</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign cystic lesions</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL (percentage of lesions correctly diagnosed)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>164 (72.9%)</td>
<td>175 (77.8%)</td>
<td>212 (94.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Graphical comparison of ROC curves for MDCT (dotted black line), MRI (dashed red line), and MRI + DWI (dot and dash purple line) in the differentiation of benign and malignant renal lesions. AUC is the largest for MRI + DWI (0.968) and similar for CT (0.834) and MRI (0.841). Straight diagonal green line spanning the middle of the graph indicates an AUC of 0.5.

Figure 2 (A-C): Pseudotumour in diseased kidney in a 45-year-old female patient, not diagnosed on CT or MR but correctly interpreted on DWI. (A) Coronal unenhanced CT image shows ill-defined, mildly hypodense, exophytic mass lesion (asterisk) in the lower pole of the right kidney. Contrast could not be administered because of renal dysfunction. (B) Axial T2-weighted MR image shows that the lesion is hyperintense (asterisk). Solid “ball-type” morphology and hyperintensity on T2-weighted image raised the suspicion of malignant mass on CT and MRI. (C) Axial ADC map (generated from DWI) demonstrates the lesion to be hyperintense (asterisk) suggesting no diffusion restriction within the lesion. Absence of diffusion restriction within a solid mass lesion ruled out malignancy. Ultrasound-guided biopsy did not reveal any evidence of malignancy.
modalities were similar in assigning TNM stage [Table 5]. For overall stage, both had an accuracy of 86.1% (31/36 tumors), and the least accuracy was for stage III (76.9%) [Table 5]. Overall, 3 RCCs were overstaged and 2 were understaged on imaging. Regarding T-stage, both had an accuracy of 88.9% (32/36 tumors) [Table 6]. Perirenal fat invasion was missed in 3 RCCs and wrongly detected in one. Regarding nodal staging, both modalities correctly diagnosed absence of lymphadenopathy (N0) in 29 RCCs, N1 in 4 patients, and N2 in 1 patient (accuracy 34/36, 94.4%). Two patients were found to have reactive lymphadenopathy, whereas imaging assigned N2 stage. M-staging was not compared because of lack of gold standard for metastatic work-up.

Six patients were found to have malignant intravascular thrombus on surgico-pathological reference standard. Nature of the thrombus was correctly predicted by MDCT, MRI, and MR with DWI in all these patients [Figure 5]. The cranial most extent of the malignant thrombus could be accurately demonstrated by MDCT and MRI in all these patients (1 patient had involvement of only renal vein, 4 had involvement of retrohepatic IVC, and 1 had thrombus extending above the level of diaphragm into the right atrium) [Figure 5].

Discussion

At present, multiphasic contrast-enhanced MDCT is the workhorse in renal lesion evaluation whereas MRI is a problem-solving adjunct modality.[28] Only a few studies have compared MDCT and MRI in characterization of renal lesions[4,7] and in staging of RCC,[2,4,7] with the most recent study employing 16-slice CT in only 28 patients. DWI is yet to find its place in the renal imaging protocol because there are no studies highlighting its comparison with CT or MR. Because of the presence of renal dysfunction, CT/MR contrast could not be administered in 26 patients (21.7%) in our study. This observation endorses the need for a non-contrast imaging modality for renal lesion evaluation in such patients.

Differentiation of benign and malignant renal lesions is valuable in deciding the optimal management and prognostication. All three modalities had 100% sensitivity in the diagnosis of malignant lesions, and hence no malignant lesion was misclassified as benign. Both CT and MRI had relatively low specificity because of misdiagnoses of non-fat-containing benign neoplasms and pseudotumors. Specificity increased substantially with the addition of DWI owing to correct diagnosis of all the pseudotumors.
Both CT and MRI were found to have similar diagnostic performance in classifying benign and malignant lesions whereas MRI + DWI fared significantly better.

All the 16 fat-containing typical AMLs were correctly diagnosed on all modalities. However, none of the remaining 9 benign neoplasms could be diagnosed preoperatively and were falsely termed malignant on all modalities. Walter et al.\(^7\) observed that distinction between solid benign and malignant lesions was not possible with CT or MR imaging. Similar high sensitivity and low specificity for CT and MRI were reported by Beer et al.\(^7\) who attributed this to the misdiagnosed oncocytes in their study. This reflects a common imaging problem that, except for typical AMLs, no robust imaging criteria exist for differentiating benign neoplasms from RCC and they end up getting surgically resected.\(^7,27-30\) Recent studies have suggested new criteria for diagnosing benign neoplasms on CT, MRI, and DWI; however, these need to be validated prospectively.\(^14,29,31-34\)

In assigning definitive diagnosis, MRI performed slightly better than CT, especially in diagnosing necrotic RCCs (devoid of obvious enhancing soft tissue component), hemorrhagic cysts, and pseudotumors, and the number of indeterminate lesions was also reduced. Addition of DWI to MRI enabled precise diagnosis of all the pseudotumors in diseased kidneys, making it the most accurate modality.

CT correctly diagnosed 61/65 malignant renal lesions. MRI and MRI + DWI could correctly diagnose one additional RCC, which was indeterminate on CT because of lack of enhancing soft tissue component. T2-weighted MR images demonstrated nondependent nodular soft tissue component along the walls which showed restricted diffusion on DWI. Compared to CT, MRI correctly diagnosed 6 additional hemorrhagic cysts (Two of these cysts were indeterminate whereas 4 had no evidence of hemorrhage on CT). Walter et al.\(^7\) reported equal accuracy of CT and MRI in the characterization of renal lesions; however, their small study...
population did not include necrotic RCCs or hemorrhagic cysts.

All the 40 pseudotumors in diseased kidneys were deemed malignant on CT and 37 of these remained misclassified even on MRI; however, absence of diffusion restriction ruled out malignancy in all these lesions [Figure 2]. These pseudotumors represent focal nodular compensatory hypertrophy of relatively preserved renal parenchyma in chronic kidney disease.19 Solid ball-type morphology and hyperintensity on T2-weighted images were the deceptive factors on CT and MR [Figure 2]. Another reason for their misdiagnosis may be that enhancement characteristics could not be evaluated because renal dysfunction precluded the use of contrast media.

The degree of diagnostic confidence was the lowest with CT, marginally increased with MRI, and greatly improved by the addition of DWI [Figure 3]. This was especially evident in abscesses where 100% of the lesions could be diagnosed with certainty based on markedly restricted diffusion in the fluid components [Figure 4]. Even in malignant lesions, restricted diffusion in the solid components boosted the diagnostic confidence.

Thus, MRI + DWI appears to be the best investigation in the characterization of focal renal lesions. DWI improves the accuracy and diagnostic confidence of conventional MRI (including contrast-enhanced MR) and proves to be an excellent addition to the imaging armamentarium in evaluation of renal lesions. It can be easily incorporated into the currently existing MR protocols without any additional cost, time, or risk of nephrotoxicity. Without contrast administration, diagnostic utility of CT is lost completely and is markedly reduced in case of MRI. DWI offers the best solution to characterize renal lesions in patients with renal dysfunction where contrast administration is not desirable. Nevertheless, owing to wide availability, low cost, and shorter acquisition time, MDCT may continue to be the first-line investigation for evaluation of common renal lesions.

Dramatic improvement in the image quality since its introduction has led to increased accuracy of MDCT in the preoperative staging of RCC.19 We found no difference between MDCT and MRI either in overall staging (both had accuracy of 86.1%) or in T and N-staging of RCC. Inaccuracies were due to misinterpretation of perirenal fat invasion and false labelling of enlarged reactive lymph nodes as malignant. Previous studies2,4,7 have reported lower accuracy for both modalities in staging of RCC. This may be ascribed to state-of-the-art MDCT and MRI scanner in our study. It is a well documented fact that spread of tumor into the perinephric fat is difficult to diagnose24 and reactive nodes can be misinterpreted as metastatic based on size criteria.17

The nature and extent of the tumor thrombus affects the decision to operate, the surgical approach, and the cranial-most extension of a possible resection.25 Nature and extent of the intravascular thrombus was correctly diagnosed by both CT and MR in all cases [Figure 5]. On DWI as well, the nature of thrombus was accurately predicted based on the presence of restricted diffusion with ADC values similar to that of primary mass [Figure 5]. We did not have any case of pathologically proven benign thrombus; however, bland thrombi have been reported to have higher ADC values and thus can be differentiated on DWI.26 Our results are in agreement with the previous studies.2,5,6 Thus, the presumed advantages of MRI, such as multiplanar imaging and better delineation of tumor thrombus,25 no longer apply with the use of multiphasic MDCT, which permits high quality isotropic multiplanar reformatting. Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that detection of malignant thrombus on CT is based on demonstration of arterial enhancement and non-opacification of the involved vein on venous phase. MRI, in addition to similar findings, beautifully depicts the thrombus on T2-weighted images.26 Thus, MRI does not rely entirely on contrast medium to differentiate thrombus from flowing blood, rather has intrinsic contrast superiority to CT.26 T2-weighted images and DWI can prove beneficial in evaluation of tumor thrombus in cases where contrast-enhanced imaging is contraindicated.

There are a few limitations of our study. We had a heterogeneous and unusual spectrum of renal lesions with a significant number of pseudotumors. This may be attributed to the fact that the study was conducted in a tertiary care center where problematic/indeterminate renal masses constituted a substantial proportion of referrals. Second, histopathology was not available for all the lesions. Rather we employed a composite gold standard because tissue sampling in case of unequivocal benign cysts or typical AMLs was not justified. Third, imaging analysis was done by consensus and interobserver variability was not evaluated.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we found that both MDCT and MRI have low specificity and benign neoplasms without demonstrable fat continue to pose a diagnostic challenge. MRI was more accurate than CT in diagnosing necrotic RCCs and hemorrhagic cysts. DWI was the only modality to confidently rule out malignancy in pseudotumours, majority of which were misdiagnosed on conventional imaging. MRI + DWI had the highest accuracy not only in distinguishing benign and malignant lesions but also in assigning the definitive diagnosis with confidence, thus proving to be the best modality for characterization. Thus, DWI should always be included in the MR evaluation of renal lesions. Both CT and MRI had similar high accuracy in staging of RCC and intravascular thrombus evaluation. MRI + DWI is the...
most suitable modality in evaluating patients with renal dysfunction, not only for characterization of renal lesions but also in evaluating intravenous thrombosis.
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